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Release Notes

ClearSQL 8.1.1 (build 259)

IMPROVEMENTS
Code Analyzer Options

Updated the options on the Diagram Options page.
Renamed the option “Around an IF statement” to “Around IF, CASE statements”.
These options are now enabled by default:

Position THEN on the same line.
CASE expression…
CASE statement…

Code Analyzer
Improved the look&feel of the code analysis results for overload procedures.

Search Tool
Added the ability to search for text occurrences in the code review rationales.
Added the ability to open the search tool by pressing Ctrl+F.

Export Diagrams
Added the ability to define prefixes and suffixes for exported diagrams.
Export settings for diagrams and Pseudocode and sample filenames are now shown in the status bar.

Diagrams (Flowcharts, Call Trees, CRUD Matrices)
The header and legend are now disabled by default.

Link Manager
Wrapped objects are now ignored on refreshing a project.

Installer/Updater
On installing a new product version, the application now checks the presences of both 64- and 32-bit
versions and deletes their data before the new installation.

BUGS FIXED
Code Analyzer

Fixed indexation of overload subroutines.
A naming rule violation is now triggered for sequences in PL/SQL.
A naming rule violation is now triggered for sequences on changing the NEXTVAL/CURRVAL keywords
case.
Analyzing objects imported from an Oracle Database 18c no longer raises parser issues.

Core
On updating the tool via Online Support Desk, the user is no longer prompted to delete program data and
other application settings.
If there is a newer license key detected in the application folder, but the user rejects applying it, the
application still starts with the existing license key or switches to the trial mode.

Code Editor
Identifiers are now correctly selected on a double-click.

Code Formatting
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Settings defined at “Preferences > Editor” for keywords are now applied to a word if there is a space
before or after the word.

New Project / Import Scripts
Objects imported from the SYS schema of an Oracle Database 18c are no longer duplicated in the project.

SQL*Plus
On script compilation, SQL*Plus now uses the Oracle home from the Last Connections list instead of the
default home.
Compiling a script with Unicode no longer breaks it.

CRUD Matrices
Unicode symbols are now shown correctly in CRUD matrices.
A floating window with the Call Tree diagrams now opens instantly on clicking a data object link.

Export Summary Tables
The error message that appears when no MS Excel is installed is no longer duplicated.

Project Report
The error message “Cannot create file ” is no longer handled by Eureka.

Search Tool
When searching in a huge project, found text occurrences now appear during the search process, not after
the search is finished.

Database Connection Options
A confirmation message no longer appears on closing the Connection Options window when no Microsoft
Visual Studio Redistributable Package is selected.

Online Support Desk
An empty message box no longer appears if the internet connection is lost during the application update.
The “List index out of bounds (4)” error is not raised, too.

GUI
Fixed the layout of the UI elements in the Link Manager and Code Analyzer Options when the DPI 125 is
applied.


